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Biomedical Engineering
at Rutgers
As part of a nationally acclaimed research
university, biomedical engineering at
Rutgers offers exceptional opportunities
for students, researchers, and industry
partners. State-of-the-art facilities
encourage interdisciplinary collaboration in genomics, tissue engineering,
advance microscopy, biomedical optics,
microfabrication, animal study, and more.
Flexibility in the curriculum allows undergraduate students to pursue pre-medical,
pre-dental, and graduate studies.
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Rutgers Researchers Develop Automated
Robotic Device for Faster Blood Testing
New technology could speed hospital work, enhance health care
By Todd Bates for Rutgers Today

Rutgers researchers have created an automated
blood drawing and testing device that provides
rapid results, potentially improving the workflow
in hospitals and other health-related institutions
to allow health care practitioners to spend more
time treating patients.
A study describing the fully automated device
is published online in the journal TECHNOLOGY.
“This device represents the holy grail in blood
testing technology,” said Martin L. Yarmush,
senior author of the study and Paul and Mary
Monroe Endowed Chair and distinguished
professor in the Department of Biomedical

Engineering at Rutgers University–New
Brunswick. “Integrating miniaturized robotic
and microfluidic (lab-on-a-chip) systems,
this technology combines the breadth
and accuracy of traditional blood drawing
and laboratory testing with the speed and
convenience of point-of-care testing.”
Diagnostic blood testing is the most
commonly performed clinical procedure in the
world, and it influences most of the medical
decisions made in hospitals and laboratories.
But the success rate of manually drawing
blood samples depends on clinicians’ skill and
Continued on p. 6
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Message from the chair

faculty news
Grants

The field of biomedical engineering, like all of engineering,

Prabhas Moghe, Thomas Papathomas,

continuously pushes the limits of possibility. Uniquely, training in BME

Biju Parekkadan, and David Shreiber

all receive TechAdvance grants from the

allows our students to identify, understand, and solve problems and

Development, totalling over $250,000 in

and medicine. This ability to “think like an engineer” about highly

Rutgers Office of Research and Economic

develop technology at the interface of the life sciences, engineering,

support of developing BME technology.
Martin Yarmush awarded US-Israel

Binational Science Foundation $270,000
grant to develop pulsed electric field

technology methods to reduce burn injury

complex and incredibly important, interdisciplinary problems
is a distinguishing feature—be it as clinicians, engineers and scientists, entrepreneurs,
businesspersons, or any other field under the sun. It’s what we teach our students while they
are under our “roof” and what we encourage of them once they are out in the world. Within

scarring.

our department, I am inspired by the innovation of our faculty, alumni, and students, and I

David Shreiber, Assimina Pelegri (MAE)

marvel at how students, staff, post docs, clinicians, and faculty from diverse backgrounds and

and John Georgiadis (Illinois Institute of

Technology): National Science Foundation

($332,825) — Multiple Scale Biomechanics
of Tissue Damage in the White Matter of
the Human Central Nervous System.
Thomas Papathomas: NJ Health
Foundation ($35K)

Adam Gormley: Busch Biomedical Grant
($40K) — Develop novel polymers using
receptor proteins as therapeutics.

Ilker Hacihaliloglu: American Cancer
Society, Institutional Research Grant

Early Investigator Pilot Award ($50K) —
New machine learning methods in 3D
ultrasound cancer detection.

Ilker Hacihaliloglu: Busch Biomedical

Grant ($40K) — Computation methods for
processing 3D needle localization.

training come together to drive these discoveries. In BME, our whole is truly greater than the
sum of our parts.
In this newsletter you will read about exciting research achievements advancing the future
of the health care profession. Professor Martin Yarmush and his team of researchers have
developed a robotic device that “represents the holy grail in blood testing technology.”
Doctoral student Cosmas Mwikirize is applying his electrical engineering undergraduate
training as he develops state-of-the-art image-guided surgery and therapy systems that
improve diagnostic and surgical accuracy at a reduced cost. Also, a consortium of Rutgers
engineers and scientists are using light-emitting nanoparticles in early cancer detection and a
group of undergraduates were awarded $50,000 for their infectious disease device.
This has been a busy and educational year for me since stepping into the department chair
position. One of the best things I get to do is represent BME more broadly within Rutgers
and beyond. I’m proud to share the work we do as researchers and educators, training the
next generation of biomedical engineers.
David Shreiber, Ph.D.
Chair, Department of Biomedical Engineering

Patents

Martin Yarmush, Francois Berthiaume,

Rene Schloss, Tim Maguire, and former
BME students Nir Nativ and Gabriel

Yarmush: In Vitro Model of Macrosteatotic
(Fatty) Liver.

Noshir Langrana, Devendra Verma,

and Michelle Previtera: Biomaterial and

Methods of use Thereof for the Prevention
of Post-Operative Adhesions.

Martin Yarmush and former Rutgers

colleagues and students Tim Maguire,

Stanley Dunn, Kevin Nikitczuk, and Eric

Novik: Automated Vessel Puncture Device
using 3D Near Infrared Imaging and a
Robotically Driven Needle.

student news

staff news

Juilee Malavade was awarded a

Lawrence Stromberg, the biomedical

Research Fellowship. She will pursue her

assistant for graduate studies, was

National Science Foundation Graduate

doctorate in biomedical engineering at
Duke University.

Amin Khalili received the Outstanding
Leadership Award from the Rutgers

Department of African, Middle Eastern,
and South Asian Languages and

Literatures for his efforts towards making a

minority population at Rutgers visible both
on and off campus.
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engineering department’s administrative
recognized by the Rutgers-New

Brunswick School of Graduate Studies
for his outstanding contributions and

dedication supporting students. At an

awards ceremony attended by the dean

of the Graduate School Jerome Kukor and
BME department chair David Shreiber,

Stromberg was one of only two graduate
school staff members to receive the

Excellence in Student Support award.

Light-emitting nanoprobes can detect cancer early and track the spread of
tiny tumors
By Todd Bates
Using light-emitting nanoparticles, Rutgers
University-New Brunswick scientists have
invented a highly effective method to detect
tiny tumors and track their spread, potentially
leading to earlier cancer detection and more
precise treatment. The technology could improve patient cure rates and survival times.
“We’ve always had this dream that we can
track the progression of cancer in real time,
and that’s what we’ve done here,” said Prabhas V. Moghe, a corresponding author of the
study and most recently a distinguished professor of biomedical engineering and chemical
and biochemical engineering at Rutgers–New
Brunswick. “We’ve tracked the disease in its
very incipient stages.”
The study, published in Nature Biomedical
Engineering, shows that the new method is
better than magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and other cancer surveillance technologies.
The ability to spot early tumors, or micro
metastases, that are starting to spread remains
a major challenge in cancer diagnosis and

treatment, as most imaging methods fail
to detect small cancerous lesions. But the
Rutgers study shows that tiny tumors in mice
can be detected with the injection of nanoprobes (microscopic optical devices) that emit
short-wave infrared light as they travel through
the bloodstream—even tracking tiny tumors in
multiple organs.
The technology could be used to detect and
track the 100-plus types of cancer, and could
be available within five years, Moghe said.
Real-time surveillance of lesions in multiple
organs should lead to more accurate pre- and
post-therapy monitoring of cancer.
The study includes 16 authors at the School of
Engineering (departments of Biomedical Engineering, Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, and Materials Science and Engineering) at
Rutgers–New Brunswick, the Rutgers Cancer
Institute of New Jersey, the Department of
Computer Science, and Singapore University
of Technology and Design. n

The illustration shows how human breast cancer
cells in a mouse model were “chased” with novel
rare earth nanoscale probes that glow in an infrared
range of light that shows the spread of cancer cells to
adrenal glands and femur bones.

Olabisi Receives NSF CAREER Award
Rutgers biomedical engineering assistant
professor Ronke Olabisi was awarded the
prestigious CAREER award by the National
Science Foundation. The award is given to
early career faculty who show excellence in
integrating teaching and research.
Olabisi was awarded $500,000 for her research
on faster healing of chronic wounds that afflict
the elderly, immobile, obese, and diabetics.
Her lab will study the pairing of adult-stem
and insulin-producing cells in speeding wound
healing and reducing scarring and threats to
life and limb. Initial findings are promising.
Olabisi plans to emphasize the recruitment
and retention of female students to coursebased research; they in turn will do educational
outreach in K-12 schools in Central Jersey.
More broadly, Olabisi and her lab focus on
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine
to replace or repair bone, skin, muscle, and the
retina. She and her colleagues want to develop

biosynthetic materials, or biomaterials, that
drive or direct how cells function. One goal of
the field is to replace organs—such as the liver
and lung—in people who need new ones.
Olabisi’s research is informed by deep
knowledge in several fields. Before coming
to Rutgers in 2012, she earned a bachelor’s
degree in mechanical engineering at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
has three advanced degrees. They include a
master’s degree in mechanical engineering
from the University of Michigan, a master’s in
aeronautical engineering from Michigan and a
doctorate in biomedical engineering from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
“CAREER awards are a tremendous honor for
Rutgers and recognize our most promising
junior faculty who will provide meaningful
research opportunities for the students they
teach and mentor,” said Thomas N. Farris,
dean of the engineering school. n

Illustration: Harini Kantamneni and Professor Prabhas Moghe/Rutgers University-New Brunswick. Photograph: Nick Romanenko
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student achievement

Chloé Tucker ENG’18: Paying It Forward
Rutgers engineering student Chloé Tucker
would be the first to admit that you never
know who you’ll meet along your journey
and the profound impact those people may
have on your life. As a high school student in
Willingboro, New Jersey and working after
school as a cashier at Wegmans, a customer
who frequented her checkout line recognized
her intelligence and potential and suggested
she consider a career in engineering.

curriculum prepared her academically, the
MEET organization and her fellow members
gave her the real-world guidance she attributes to her success. From influential mentors
to the support of students, deans, and alumni
who invested their time and talents, she was
able to uncover her strengths, assess her weaknesses, and develop her leadership skills.
She credits her MEET peers and the soft skills
she acquired as part of the organization with
helping her land a competitive co-op at Johnson & Johnson during her junior year, working
in supply chain management.

More specifically, he encouraged her to find
out more about the Educational Opportunity
Fund at Rutgers School of Engineering, a program he had benefited from at his alma mater.
Ian Douglas ENG’95 also directed Tucker to a
high school outreach program that introduces
minority students to engineering.
“I didn’t even know what engineering really
was,” says Tucker about the program. “As
soon as I was introduced to biomedical engineering, I knew that’s what I wanted to do.”
Tucker graduated from Rutgers on May 13
with a degree in biomedical engineering and
a job lined up with United Technologies as an
associate design engineer based in Colorado
Springs. The first in her family to graduate
from college, her new job will entail incorpo-

Photograph: Anna Mae Dinio-Bloch

rating biomechanics into the design of aircraft
seating to improve passenger safety.
The student organization MEET (Minority Engineering Educational Task), the Rutgers chapter
of the National Society of Black Engineers, was
also an important influencer in shaping Tucker’s Rutgers experience. While the engineering

“The members of MEET taught me how to be
successful professionally,” she says. “How to
conduct myself in business, what corporations
are looking for, what to wear, how to talk to
recruiters, how to build a resume, what experience recruiters are looking for.”
The MEET motto—I am, we are—is a philosophy Tucker takes seriously. She came to Rutgers thinking about herself and how she was
going to grow and benefit from her education.
She leaves with a strong conviction to pay it
forward.
“Now everything that I do, I hope it impacts
someone in a positive way,” she says. n

faculty achievement

Prabhas Moghe Named Vice Chancellor for Research and Innovation
Prabhas V. Moghe, distinguished professor in
the biomedical engineering and chemical and
biochemical engineering departments, has
been named the inaugural vice chancellor for
research and innovation for Rutgers University–
New Brunswick.
This new position has been established to ensure the university is alert to emerging research
opportunities and create an environment and
culture that encourages faculty to engage in
field-defining research and innovation, said
a university statement announcing Moghe’s
appointment.

Photograph: Bill Cardoni
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In this new position, Moghe will be responsible
for creating a university-wide culture that promotes faculty innovation. He will work closely

with academic departments and campus-level
interdisciplinary research centers and develop
relationships with government agencies and
the private sector to enhance the visibility of
faculty research.
Since joining the School of Engineering faculty
in 1995, Moghe has made many prominent
contributions to interdisciplinary graduate education, biomedical and health sciences, and
innovations in nanomedicine. In his research,
he investigates cell-biomaterial interactions
and nanotechnologies for biomedical and
health science applications, with innovations
impacting cancer detection, cardiovascular
disease, and Parkinson’s disease and other
brain-related conditions. n

iJOBS = Interdisciplinary Job Opportunities for Biomedical Scientists

As part of the iJOBS program, Tracy Scott (left) shadowed BME alumna Evangelia Chnari (right) at MTF Biologics where she is the associate director of product development.

According to the NIH, the biomedical
research field relies on the creativity,
innovation, and dedication of a highly trained
scientific workforce. The agency has become
increasingly concerned, however, that
doctoral degree programs that are largely
oriented toward academic-style research
training are falling out of step with the range
of non-academic careers that more and
more students pursue. In response, the NIH
launched a grant program for “Broadening
Experiences in Scientific Training,” or BEST.
In 2014, Rutgers–New Brunswick became
one of only 17 schools in the country to be
awarded an NIH BEST grant to create the
iJOBS program that would expose life science
doctoral students and postdocs to a range of
non-academic careers.
“iJOBS is preparing students for the
innovation workforce as entrepreneurs,
researchers, and industry leaders,” says Janet
Alder, professor of neuroscience and cell
biology. As an executive director of iJOBS, she
is responsible for programming career panels,
site visits to partnering companies, case
studies, and workshops covering topics such
as communication, leadership, finance, and
project management.
In a subsequent phase of the program,
trainees may apply to shadow a professional in
their area of interest as part of an externship.
As a returning alumna, Tracy Scott took
advantage of the opportunities that iJOBS

Photograph: Don Hamerman

offers. After completing her doctoral studies
in 2003, she pursued an alternate career path
in education and took time out to raise her
children. As she prepared to plunge back into
the world of research and engineering, the
iJOBS program helped her with that transition.
Scott says the seminars, workshops, panel
discussions, and site visits with people in
the industry exposed her to all the options
available to those with advanced engineering
degrees. She also learned that many of the
skills that she acquired during her studies
could be included in her resume.
“You realize that what you’ve done in research
is similar to what is being done in industry,”
she says. “I now have a lot more confidence
saying ‘I have this skill set.’”
As she advanced through the shadowing
phase of the iJOBS program, Scott was
partnered with biomedical engineering
alumna Evangelia Chnari, who is the associate
director of product development for MTF
Biologics, which houses the largest tissue bank
in the world. Remembering her own transition
from being a doctoral student to landing a
job, Chnari is eager to smooth the pathway
for others as they learn about corporate
opportunities and areas that might suit their
personality.
“You don’t know what you don’t know,”
says Chnari. “iJOBS provides a link to the
various facets of industry, from regulatory

and design compliance, to project and
financial management, to licensing and
commercialization. That exposure helps you
understand where you fit best.”
As she reflects on the program, Scott believes
the experience provided her a leg up in her
job hunt and ultimately helped her land a position with Rutgers School of Graduate Studies
where she is a special projects coordinator,
developing training grants and working on
special programs and data collection.
“At the end of the day,” Scott says, “iJOBS
widened my career opportunities, sharpened
my presentation, and helped me build a
network. iJOBS connects you with industry in
a way that you usually don’t get until you’re in
that first or even second job,” she says. n
iJOBS is supported by Martin Yarmush (BME),
Susan Engelhardt (BME), Janet Adler (SAS), and
Jim Millionig (Robert Wood Johnson Medical
School). For more information about the program,
visit ijobs.rutgers.edu.

social media
Join our BME community on LinkedIn.
This is a closed group for BME alumni

and friends where we can share news,

information, and opportunities. Search

Rutgers Biomedical Engineering to join.
Also follow us on Twitter @BMERutgers.
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Winning BME Student Team Looks to Advance Infectious Disease
Diagnostic Tool

Pictured (left to right): Sudeepti Vedula, Charles Rabolli, Assistant Professor Adam Gormley, Neel Nirgudkar, and Sarah Salter.

Each year, a unique competition for student
innovations awards a major funding prize
to the most promising technology with the
potential to improve primary-care delivery on
the frontlines of medicine.
A Rutgers biomedical engineering
undergraduate team was recently named
the second place prize winners in the
Massachusetts General Hospital Ambulatory
Practice of the Future (MGH-APF) 2017
Student Technology Prize in Primary
Healthcare competition, receiving $50,000 for
a rapid point-of-care diagnostic to discriminate
viral from bacterial infections. The group was
among five finalist teams selected last year to
submit a more detailed proposal, outlining
the innovation with an eye towards efficiency,
cost-efficacy, improvement of the patient

experience, increased career satisfaction
for primary-care teams, and improved
long-term outcomes.

markers will be incorporated that are specific
for only bacterial infections and others that are
specific for only viral infections.

Seniors Charles Rabolli, Neel Nirgudkar, Sarah
Salter, and Sudeepti Vedula, and advised by
biomedical engineering assistant professor
Adam Gormley, conceptualized a point-ofcare paper-based microfluidic device that
can differentiate between bacterial and viral
infections. Rabolli says the goal of the project
is to address the problem of over-prescribed
antibiotics around the world.

“We feel so honored to be given the
opportunity with this award to flesh out an
idea that we think will have great global health
implications,” says Salter, who like her fellow
teammates plans to pursue a medical degree.
“As we begin to plan our next steps, we
appreciate the support we’ve received along
the way from Professor Gormley and the wider
Rutgers community.”

The paper-based microfluidic device will test
a small blood sample, like that of a fingerprick used to check blood glucose levels by
diabetics, and the blood will then be wicked
forward on the device by the paper. Biological

The national competition is hosted by
Massachusetts General Hospital’s Ambulatory
Practice of the Future (APF) and sponsored by
the Gelfand Family Charitable Trust. n

Rutgers Researchers Develop Automated Robotic Device for Faster Blood Testing (continued from page 1)

patient physiology, and nearly all test results
come from centralized labs that handle large
numbers of samples and use labor-intensive
analytical techniques.
So, a Rutgers biomedical engineering research
team created a device that includes an imageguided robot for drawing blood from veins,
a sample-handling module and a centrifugebased blood analyzer. Their device provides
highly accurate results from a white blood
cell test, using a blood-like fluid spiked with
fluorescent microbeads. The testing used
artificial arms with plastic tubes that served
as blood vessels. The device could provide
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creating a modular and expandable device,”
said Max Balter, who led the study and holds
a doctorate in biomedical engineering from
Rutgers. “With our relatively simple chip
design and analysis techniques, the device can
be extended to incorporate a broader panel of
tests in the future.”

rapid test results at bedsides or in ambulances,
emergency rooms, clinics, and doctors’ offices.

Study co-authors include doctoral student
Josh Leipheimer; Alvin Chen, who received his
doctorate in biomedical engineering; and Anil
Shrirao and Tim Maguire, both assistant research professors in biomedical engineering. n

“When designing the system, our focus was on

Top photograph: Don Hamerman

Second Annual BME Alumni Networking Event Brings Graduates
and Faculty Together

Biomedical Engineering alumni, faculty, and friends
attended the second annual BME Alumni Networking
Event on October 25, 2017, at the new home of the
Rutgers Club on Livingston Campus in Piscataway. Mark
Zimmerman and Eric Novik were recognized for their
commitment to the department and Professor Noshir
Langrana was honored for his 12 years of dedicated
service as chair of the department. n

Photographs: Roy Groething
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Department of Biomedical Engineering
Rutgers University—New Brunswick
599 Taylor Road

Piscataway, NJ 08854-8058

Smart Ultrasound System Addresses Clinical Need and Optimizes
Patient Safety
Doctoral candidate in biomedical engineering
Cosmas Mwikirize is developing ultrasoundbased imaging platforms that facilitate
accurate localization of needles during
minimally invasive procedures such as
percutaneous biopsies, regional anesthesia,
and vascular interventions. Currently, needle
localization in state-of-the-art ultrasound
systems is difficult at steep insertion angles
and this can reduce procedure efficacy and
potentially cause serious injury.
Working under the direction of BME assistant
professor Ilker Hacihaliloglu, Mwikirize
has developed and validated algorithms
incorporated in a software-based platform
that will run on commercially available 2D/3D
cart-based and portable ultrasound systems.
The technology will facilitate real-time
enhancement and localization of needles,
improving patient care, reducing morbidity,
and optimizing safety.
According to Mwikirize, because of the
current limitations of ultrasound technology
it is difficult to continuously visualize surgical
instruments such as needles as they head
toward deep targets or complicated anatomy.
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“No existing solution or product addresses
this clinical need without using additional
hardware or specialized devices,” said
Mwikirize, who holds a bachelor’s degree in
electrical engineering from Uganda’s Makerere
University and is a Fulbright scholar. “Our
innovation will allow radiologists to efficiently
perform ultrasound-guided procedures like
biopsies, spinal blocks, and angioplasty, while
improving patient safety.”
Mwikirize’s multi-disciplinary engineering
background informs his research, integrating
the electronics of ultrasound systems with the
physics of how ultrasound images are formed.
The development and implementation of
algorithms for ultrasound signal/image
processing that target specific anatomy/
procedures is central to devising a solution to
the clinical focus of his research, he says.
Mwikirize is interning this summer at Philips
Research North America where he is gaining
domain-specific knowledge from clinical
and industrial experts, learning translation
pathways for clinical research from the groundup, and getting exposure to cutting-edge
research tools. n

